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ABSTRACT: We use nonadiabatic mixed quantum/classical
molecular dynamics to simulate recent time-resolved photo-
electron spectroscopy (TRPES) experiments on the hydrated
electron, and compare the results for both a cavity and a
noncavity simulation model to experiment. We find that
cavity-model hydrated electrons show an “adiabatic” relaxation
mechanism, with ground-state cooling that is fast on the time
scale of the internal conversion, a feature that is in contrast to
the TRPES experiments. A noncavity hydrated electron model,
however, displays a “nonadiabatic” relaxation mechanism, with
rapid internal conversion followed by slower ground-state cooling, in good qualitative agreement with experiment. We also show
that the experimentally observed early time red shift and loss of anisotropy of the excited-state TRPES peak are consistent with
hydrated electron models with homogeneously broadened absorption spectra, but not with those with inhomogeneously
broadened absorption spectra. Finally, we find that a decreasing photoionization cross section upon cooling causes the excited-
state TRPES peak to decay faster than the underlying radiationless relaxation process, so that the experimentally observed 60−75
fs peak decay corresponds to an actual excited-state lifetime of the hydrated electron that is more likely ∼100 fs.

■ INTRODUCTION

The hydrated electron, an excess electron in liquid water, is an
important intermediate in charge-transfer reactions, photo-
chemistry and radiation chemistry.1−4 As the simplest quantum
mechanical solute, the hydrated electron system provides a
perfect ground for the confrontation of experiment and
simulation. Despite numerous papers discussing various
properties of the hydrated electron, the physical structure of
this object is still the subject of ongoing debate.4−13 Part of the
issue is that despite its apparent simplicity, the hydrated
electron is a tough object to tackle with traditional quantum
chemistry techniques: the electron resides nearly entirely
between the water molecules, and hundreds of waters in
multiple configurations are needed to converge the calculated
properties of this object. This is why much of the work in this
field is still based on mixed quantum/classical simulations,
where the water is treated classically, the excess electron
quantum mechanically, and a pseudopotential is used to couple
the classical and quantum degrees of freedom.
The conventional picture from mixed quantum/classical

simulations is that due to Pauli exclusion-based repulsive
interactions, the electron locally expels the water and resides in
a cavity.14−17 Based on simulations with a new pseudopotential,
however, we recently challenged this picture and suggested that
many water molecules may reside inside the hydrated electron’s
wave function, giving a “noncavity” structure.5,18,19 Moreover,
Uhlig et al. performed a series of DFT-based calculations and
concluded that the hydrated electron has a “hybrid” structure
with significant overlap of the electron’s wave function with the

closest water molecules but also a small central cavity,20 a
picture supported by zero-K 4-water cluster continuum
calculations.4 Although our potential5 has been the subject of
controversy,6−8 largely because it does not do a good job
predicting the vertical binding energies of water anion
clusters,10−12 the noncavity structure it produces is more
consistent with the hydrated electron’s temperature-dependent
properties and experimental resonance Raman spectrum18 as
well as the electron’s behavior near the air/water interface.21,22

We note, however, that the presence of interior waters packed
at higher density than the bulk does not agree with the
measured (positive) molar solvation volume of the elec-
tron.22,23

Despite this controversy over the hydrated electron’s physical
structure, there is good consensus on its electronic structure,
which is that of a quantum mechanical particle in a quasi-
spherical box. For the cavity model, the electron is confined by
the locally repulsive interactions of the surrounding solvent,16,17

whereas for the noncavity picture, the spherical box is
comprised mostly of attractive polarization interactions from
the interior water molecules.5,19 In either case, the hydrated
electron has an “s-like” ground state and three quasi-degenerate
“p-like” excited states. Within some small shifts, both cavity and
noncavity models correctly predict the experimental absorption
spectrum.5,16,17 Cavity models of the hydrated electron,
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however, usually (but not always24,25) predict that the
absorption spectrum of the electron is inhomogeneously
broadened,17,26,27 whereas both our noncavity model5 and
experiments28−32 indicate that the electron’s absorption
spectrum is homogeneously broadened.
When photoexcited to one of its p-like excited states, the

excited hydrated electron quickly relaxes back to its ground
state via internal conversion. This process has been studied in
pioneering work by Barbara and co-workers33−36 as well as in
pump−probe transient absorption experiments by many other
groups.31,37−39 The relaxation kinetics of the photoexcited
hydrated electron is comprised of three distinct dynamical
processes. First, the solvent rearranges to accommodate the
structure of the excited electron, a process that raises the
(unoccupied) ground-state energy of the electron.40 Second,
the excited electron undergoes a solvent-induced radiationless
transition to the ground state. Finally, the newly created “hot”
ground-state electron cools to return to equilibrium. Unfortu-
nately, due to spectral overlap of the excited-state, hot ground-
state and equilibrium ground-state absorption spectra, it is
difficult to cleanly assign dynamical features of the transient
absorption spectroscopy to each of these three processes. This
has led to two models to explain the pump−probe transient
absorption kinetics of the equilibrium hydrated electron. In the
so-called “adiabatic” model, the hydrated electron occupies the
excited p-like state for a relatively long amount of time (i.e., a
few hundred fs), and then cools rapidly relative to the excited-
state lifetime upon return to the ground state.26,40 In the “non-
adiabatic” model, the electron returns quickly (i.e., in ≤100 fs)
to the ground state, but the subsequent ground-state cooling is
relatively slow, taking place on a hundreds-of-fs time scale.33,34

This ambiguity over the excited-state relaxation dynamics of
the hydrated electron has been largely resolved by the results of
time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (TRPES) experi-
ments, which were enabled by recent experimental advances in
the development of vacuum liquid microjets.41−45 Neumark
and co-workers lead the way by directly observing the binding
energy of the electronic excited state, the decay of this excited
state in ∼75 fs, and the subsequent cooling of the hot ground
state in ∼410 fs, results that are strongly consistent with the
nonadiabatic relaxation mechanism.46,47 More recent work by
Suzuki and co-workers has revisited this problem using angle-
resolved TRPES.48 Their data showed a rapidly decaying
anisotropy for the lower-energy peak, verifying its assignment
to a p-like excited state, and a slightly shorter excited-state
lifetime of ∼60 fs and slightly longer ground-state cooling time
of ∼520 fs relative to that reported by Neumark and co-
workers. These findings in support of the nonadiabatic
relaxation mechanism are also consistent with pump−probe
photoelectron spectroscopy studies on water cluster anions
when the trend in excited-state lifetime with cluster size is
extrapolated to the bulk.49−52

Given that these time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy
experiments provide the cleanest examination of the photo-
excited hydrated electron’s relaxation dynamics, it is somewhat
surprising that there has been essentially no effort made to
directly connect the results of simulations to these experiments.
Thus, in this paper, we simulate the time-resolved photo-
electron spectroscopy experiment for both a cavity and a
noncavity model of the hydrated electron. Our goals are to
better understand the details of what this experiment measures
and to determine which, if either, of the cavity and noncavity
hydrated electron models is more consistent with experiment.

We find that the dynamics predicted by the noncavity model
are in better qualitative agreement with experiment. In
particular, the noncavity model is able to reproduce the
experimentally observed early time red shift and loss of
anisotropy of the excited-state TRPES peak, as well as the
relatively slow ground-state cooling dynamics. The cavity
model, in contrast, predicts little anisotropy loss for a blue-
shifting excited-state peak, ground-state cooling that is faster
than the excited-state lifetime, and a fairly large energy splitting
between the excited-state and hot-ground-state TRPES peaks,
none of which are seen experimentally. We also find that the
cross sections for photoionization of the hydrated electron
decrease between the excited p-like, hot ground and
equilibrium ground states. The fact that the oscillator strength
for photoionization decreases during the relaxation dynamics
causes the experimentally measured decay of the p-state feature
in the photoelectron spectrum to be faster than the actual
underlying excited-state lifetime. Overall, our simulations
clearly show that the experimental data are indeed consistent
with the nonadiabatic relaxation mechanism, and suggest that
the experimentally observed 60−75 fs decay corresponds to an
underlying ∼100 fs excited-state lifetime.

■ COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
Although we recognize that all-electron simulations would be
preferred, we know of no computational methods for handling
a system involving hundreds of water molecules plus an
unpaired electron that resides between the molecule,
particularly when the electron is promoted to one of a number
of close-lying electronic excited states and then undergoes
subsequent nonadiabatic relaxation. Thus, all of the simulations
in this work consisted of one-electron mixed quantum/classical
(MQC) molecular dynamics in the canonical (NVT) ensemble
using in-house developed code; the methods we used are
identical to those published in our previous hydrated electron
work.5,13,18,19,21,53 Briefly, 499 flexible simple point charge
(SPC-Flex)54 water molecules were confined in a cubic
simulation box of length 24.64 Å, ensuring a bulk water
density of 0.997 g/cm3. The simulations used periodic
boundary conditions, and the temperature of 298 K was
enforced with a thermostat.55

For the interaction between the quantum-mechanically
treated hydrated electron and the classical water molecules,
we chose to examine two different pseudopotentials derived
from the Phillips-Kleinman formalism.56−58 We chose the
potential developed by Turi and Borgis17 (TB) as a
representative cavity hydrated electron model, and our more
recent potential5 (referred to in the literature as LGS) as
representative of the noncavity picture. As noted above, the
LGS potential tends to overbind the electron,11,12 largely the
result of the fact that it assumes condensed-phase charges for
the water, which give a dipole moment ∼30% larger than that
of a gas-phase water molecule or a water molecule in a cluster.8

For clusters or bulk systems where the electron resides in a
cavity or at the surface and is thus far from the water molecules,
the TB potential does reasonably well with binding energies,
but we have shown recently that this is only because of a
fortuitous cancellation of errors between the static exchange
and polarization terms in the potential.13 When the electron is
confined to be closer to the water, as would be the case for a
hybrid or noncavity structure, the TB model significantly
underbinds compared to quantum chemistry calculations at
both the MP2 and CCSD(T) levels. When we correct the ad
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hoc polarization term in the TB potential to match the binding
energies with CCSD(T) calculations at both short and long-
range, we find that the resulting modified pseudopotential
yields a noncavity electron whose behavior is similar to that of
the LGS model.13

Thus, neither of the pseudopotentials we use are able to
reproduce binding energetics for a variety of electron-water
geometries, particularly those with interior waters. However,
because we are limited to one-electron simulations for
computational reasons, we thought it was best to choose
potentials whose behavior and properties are well characterized
in the literature.5,10,17−19,21,22 Thus, for the purposes of this
work we treat each of the two potentials as ad hoc; we see these
potentials as a means to produce hydrated electrons at the
limits of cavity and noncavity structures, but expect neither to
fully reproduce all possible properties of the hydrated electron.
It would be quite interesting to see how well the DFT-based
many-electron hybrid model of Uhlig et al.20 would do in
predicting the results of the TRPES experiments considered
here, but unfortunately, given the need for excited states and
electronically nonadiabatic dynamics, this remains beyond the
scope of this work.
Once we had the desired potential implemented, we solved

Schrödinger’s equation using a 16 × 16 × 16 grid basis set for
the TB cavity electron, and a 32 × 32 × 32 grid basis for the
LGS noncavity electron, as needed to guarantee conservation of
energy to better than 0.01 eV for the mixed quantum/classical
systems during both equilibrium and nonequilibrium simu-
lations. The quantum force exerted on the water molecules by
the excess electron was calculated via the Hellmann−Feyman
theorem, and the classical particles’ dynamics were propagated
using the velocity Verlet algorithm. We chose to use a cutoff for
the electrostatic interactions at half the box length instead of
Ewald summation both because Ewald summation is known to
give a stronger finite size effect for this system10,21,22 and to be
consistent with our previously published work.5,18,19,21

After running a 200 ps equilibrium trajectory with each of
our chosen pseudopotentials, we then simulated the dynamics
following photoexcitation with 50 nonequilibrium trajectories
promoting ground-state electron configurations to one of the
adiabatic excited states. We selected excitation wavelengths for
the cavity and noncavity models (1.73 ± 0.05 eV for TB and
1.59 ± 0.05 eV for LGS) to match the average energy gap
between the ground state and lowest p-like excited state, and
we chose uncorrelated configurations to start the non-
equilibrium trajectories where any one of the hydrated
electron’s energy gaps fell within this energy range. This
meant that for the inhomogeneously broadened absorption
spectrum predicted by the TB model, most of the non-
equilibrium trajectories were excited to the lowest or second-
lowest p-like excited state. In contrast, for the homogeneously
broadened absorption spectrum predicted by the LGS model,
the hydrated electron was promoted to even higher-lying
excited states 33% of the time (see the Supporting Information
(SI)). We note that the nonequilibrium results obtained for the
LGS hydrated electron are in agreement with those published
in our earlier work;5 as far as we are aware, these are the first
nonadiabatic excited-state trajectories ever run with the TB
model.
To account for the breakdown of the Born−Oppenheimer

approximation and propagate electronically nonadiabatic
dynamics, we used Tully’s fewest switches surface hopping
(FSSH) algorithm59 for each of our 50-member nonequilibrium

ensembles. It is important to note, however, that the FSSH
algorithm does not provide a realistic picture of the
decoherence that induces surface hopping for strongly coupled
systems such as the hydrated electron. This is because FSSH
technically requires that a swarm of trajectories be run from
each classical initial condition, with the trajectories in that
swarm added at the amplitude level in order to damp
coherence.60 Since it is impractical to add many nonadiabatic
hydrated electron trajectories at the amplitude level, we are left
with an improper estimate of the decoherence time. Moreover,
the nonadiabatic transition rate of the hydrated electron
depends sensitively on the decoherence time.53,61−63 This
means that the excited-state lifetimes calculated in non-
equilibrium trajectories (even if the trajectories were run with
a many-electron level of theory rather than with a
pseudopotential) will at best be estimates of the true lifetime.
Thus, caution is recommended before attempting any type of
direct quantitative comparison of calculated lifetimes using
FSSH to experiment.
In previous work, we developed an expression to estimate the

decoherence time in mixed quantum/classical simulations that
was based on how the motions of Frozen Gaussian wave
functions representing the classical nuclei diverge on different
adiabatic potential energy surfaces.61,64 When we use this
expression, we find that the decoherence time of the TB
hydrated electron is less than half that of the LGS electron; see
the SI. Since the nonadiabatic transition rate varies in the same
direction as the decoherence time61 and since FSSH gives
roughly similar lifetimes for the two different hydrated electron
models, this suggests that the LGS electron would have a
significantly shorter calculated excited-state lifetime than the
TB electron if decoherence were properly accounted for. Thus,
even though both the TB and LGS hydrated electrons show
simulated lifetimes with FSSH that are longer than those seen
in experiment, the lifetimes for both models are in the correct
ballpark relative to both experiment46,48 and to theoretical
estimates based on Fermi’s golden rule.65 Thus, our simulations
are still able to provide a good test of whether the adiabatic or
nonadiabatic relaxation picture is more consistent with the
pump−probe photoelectron experiments.
Finally, to predict the results of TRPES experiments from

our simulations, we began with the straightforward assumption
that the electron binding energy is equal to the calculated
quantum energy in the simulation. The LGS model is known to
overbind the electron,5,6,8 but for any hydrated electron model,
the overall binding energy can be tuned by several eV simply by
adjusting the pairwise-additive term in the pseudopotential that
represents the electronic polarization of the classical water by
the electron. Thus, our focus in this work is on the observed
photoelectron spectroscopy dynamics, rather than the absolute
binding energies. To calculate how the electron binding energy
changes with time, we first histogrammed the electronic energy
levels of the relaxing hydrated electrons in our simulated
nonequilibrium ensembles into 0.1 eV width bins. We then
weighted each configuration by ionization cross sections
calculated as the square of the transition dipoles between the
occupied electronic state and that of a free (plane wave)
electron with an energy equal to the difference between the
ionization photon energy and the electron binding energy. The
ionizing (probe) photon energies, 5.0 eV for the TB model and
7.0 eV for LGS, were chosen so that the detached electron’s
kinetic energy for both models fell in the same energy range as
in the experiments by Neumark and co-workers.46 The details
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of how we calculated the ionization cross sections are given in
the SI. We also convoluted the data with an 80 fs fwhm
Gaussian along the time axis to best model the experimental
instrument response. The experiments by Suzuki and co-
workers were reported only after we had completed our
trajectories,48 so when comparing to these experiments, which
used a lower-energy photon for photoionization than the
experiments by Neumark and co-workers, we simply shifted the
energy axis of our calculated raw TRPES signals by 1.5 eV (for
LGS) and 0.8 eV (for TB). In the SI, we show that the relative
photoionization cross sections do not change significantly for
different choices of the photoionization wavelength, so that a
simple shift of the energy axis is indeed sufficient to best
compare our calculations to experiments using different
ionization photon energies.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Cavity and Noncavity Hydrated Electrons Show
Adiabatic and Nonadiabatic Relaxation Mechanisms,
Respectively. We begin our discussion by comparing the
excited-state relaxation dynamics of a cavity (TB)17 and a
noncavity (LGS)5 model of the hydrated electron. Figure 1,
panels a (LGS noncavity model) and b (TB cavity model),
show the nonequilibrium ensemble average of the ground-
(blue dashed curves) and excited-state (green solid curves)
energy levels while the hydrated electron occupies an excited
state; representative individual trajectories are given in the SI.
For both hydrated electron models, following simulated
photoexcitation at time zero, solvent motions cause the energy
of the unoccupied ground state to increase dramatically, closing
the energy gap.

During the first few tens of fs after excitation the average
excited-state energy of the LGS noncavity electron drops
slightly (∼100 meV), primarily due to radiationless relaxation
among different excited states (excitation to the lowest excited-
state leaves the p-state energy unchanged, as we have
documented previously5). The TB cavity electron, in contrast,
shows a rapid (≤50 fs) ∼ 300 meV increase in the occupied
excited-state energy due to solvent motions that destabilize the
p-like excited states. This rapid increase appears to be unique to
the TB model, as previous studies of alternate cavity-model
hydrated electrons found little change in the occupied p-state
energy following photoexcitation.27 This predicted difference in
early time behavior between the LGS and TB hydrated electron
models should be observable by time-resolved photoelectron
spectroscopy, as discussed further below. It is worth noting that
with our 50-member nonequilibrium ensembles, the average
eigenenergies do not appear smooth; this is because 50
trajectories is insufficient to average over the phase of low-
frequency librational and translational water motions that are
displaced upon excitation, leaving some “ringing” at the
displaced solvent frequencies.40

The closing of the energy gap following excitation seen in
Figure 1a and b is what allows the hydrated electron to undergo
internal conversion to the ground state. The simulations predict
a survival probability for the electron to remain in the excited
state of a few hundred fs (see the SI), but as discussed above in
the Computational Methods, the absolute value of the hydrated
electron’s calculated excited-state lifetime is not terribly
meaningful because of the limitations in the way the
nonadiabatic surface-hopping algorithm treats decoherence.
Moreover, as noted in the SI, if we had a better treatment of
decoherence, we would expect the more coherent LGS model

Figure 1. Nonequilibrium behavior of different models of the photoexcited hydrated electron. Nonequilibrium averages over the 50-member
ensembles while an excited-state is occupied are shown for (a) the LGS and (b) the TB models. Dynamical history of the adiabatic ground-state
energy level of the hydrated electron during ground-state cooling are shown for (c) LGS noncavity and (d) TB cavity models. Time zero for (a) and
(b) was chosen to be the moment of photoexcitation, and for (c) and (d) the zero of time is chosen as the time step when the electron undergoes
nonadiabatic relaxation to the ground state. The black dashed horizontal lines in (c) and (d) mark the equilibrated ground-state energy for each
model. The data make clear that the LGS electron follows the “nonadiabatic” relaxation picture while the TB electron’s dynamics is more consistent
with the “adiabatic” relaxation picture. The ground-state cooling time of the LGS electron is in good agreement with that seen experimentally.46,48
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to have a shorter excited-state lifetime than the less coherent
TB model. The fact that the calculated lifetimes for both
models are in the range of 100−300 fs, however, provides
enough qualitative agreement with experiment to ensure that
there is meaning in the dynamics underlying the calculated
TRPES signals from these simulations.
Because the ground-state energy of the hydrated electron

rises by hundreds of meV in the first ∼40 fs following
photoexcitation, even if the lifetime of the hydrated electron is
only 60 to 75 fs,46,48 the newly created ground-state electrons
produced by internal conversion must be out of equilibrium. To
better visualize the “cooling” of the “hot” ground-state
electrons, panels c (LGS) and d (TB) of Figure 1 show the
dynamics of the nonequilibrium-ensemble-averaged ground-
and excited-state adiabatic energy levels, where the average
starts at the time of the nonadiabatic transition to the ground
state for each of the 50 trajectories. For the TB cavity model,
nearly 70% of the ground-state cooling takes place in the first
∼40 fs after internal conversion, and the remaining cooling is
essentially entirely complete within 300 fs (with a roughly
exponential decay time for the slower cooling component of
∼130 fs). In contrast, for the LGS noncavity electron, only
∼30% of the cooling takes place at early times and the bulk of
the ground-state cooling is not fully complete for over 1 ps,
with a roughly exponential decay time of ∼450 fs for the slow
component, in excellent agreement with experiment.46,48

The contrast between the cooling of the TB and LGS
hydrated electrons is large enough that we can make definite
statements in terms of the “adiabatic” and “nonadiabatic”
relaxation pictures discussed in the Introduction, even without
a direct simulation handle of the absolute numerical value of
the excited-state lifetime. The TB cavity electron clearly follows
the adiabatic relaxation picture, with ground-state cooling that
is fast compared to the excited-state lifetime (even if the
lifetime is under 100 fs), whereas the LGS noncavity hydrated
electron shows large-amplitude ground-state cooling that is
significantly slower than any reasonable excited-state lifetime,
falling squarely into the nonadiabatic relaxation picture.
The fact that cavity and noncavity hydrated electrons follow

separate adiabatic and nonadiabatic relaxation mechanisms
makes sense given the structures associated with each model.
For cavity electrons, the nonadiabatic relaxation mechanism
involves removal of the node of the p-like excited-state, which
resides in a roughly peanut-shaped cavity. The node is removed
by collapse of the wave function into a single lobe of the
peanut-shaped excited-state cavity.40 The water molecules
surrounding both lobes of the peanut are already well-oriented
to solvate a newly created single-lobe ground-state electron.
Thus, after collapse to the ground state, inertial motions of just
a few surrounding water molecules are sufficient to complete
the bulk of the subsequent cooling,40,66 explaining why the
return to equilibrium after the nonadiabatic transition is so fast
for the TB model. Thus, for TB, the more rapid closing of the
energy gap after internal conversion compared to that after
photoexcitation represents a breakdown of linear response due
to the change in effectiveness of the inertial librational solvent
motions associated with the different ground and excited-state
cavity structures.67 In contrast, the noncavity LGS hydrated
electron contains many interior water molecules in both the
ground and electronic excited states. When the p-like excited
state undergoes internal conversion, both the local structure
and density of the water molecules are poorly positioned to
solvate the newly created s-like ground state, requiring relatively

slow diffusive orientational and translational motions of the
interior waters to re-establish equilibrium, and leading to a less
severe breakdown of linear response.

Simulated TRPES of Cavity and Noncavity Hydrated
Electrons. With the nonequilibrium ensembles for the TB and
LGS electrons in hand, we now turn to calculations of the time-
resolved photoelectron spectroscopy for both electron models
to provide a direct comparison with experiment. The simulated
transient photoelectron spectra calculated from the non-
equilibrium trajectories for both the cavity and noncavity
hydrated electrons are shown as color contour plots in Figure
2a and b, with the experimental data from Suzuki and co-
workers shown in Figure 2c.48 The simulated data are also
displayed as surface plots in the SI and the TOC graphic, along
with the spectral windows used to examine the calculated
kinetics of the equilibrium ground, hot ground and excited
states of the hydrated electron shown below in Figure 4. Both
simulated hydrated electrons show the immediate appearance
of a peak due to occupation of the p-like excited state at higher
kinetic energies, which rapidly decays into a peak at lower
kinetic energies that corresponds to the s-like ground state. As
mentioned above, the absolute value of the calculated electron
kinetic energy along the x-axis of Figure 2 is not significant as
the electron binding energy for both potentials is not terribly
accurate, particularly when there are interior waters present,
and can be tuned over a large range by making subtle changes
in the polarization term in the electron-water pseudopoten-
tials.13 Given that both models do a good job of reproducing
the experimental absorption spectrum, however, we expect that
the relative energies between the observed peaks and their
dynamics should be meaningful.
One of the most obvious features of the data for both models

in Figure 2, like that seen experimentally, is that the high-
kinetic-energy peak corresponding to ionization of the p-like
excited state has a higher amplitude than the lower-kinetic-
energy peak corresponding to the ground state. This is because
the cross sections for ionization from the different states are
quite different, as summarized in Table 1. In general, we see
that the excited states of the hydrated electron have larger
transition dipole moments with an outgoing plane wave than
does the ground state. This, along with the Jacobian factor for
collecting low-kinetic-energy electrons, explains why the
recovering ground-state dynamics are more difficult to resolve
in the experiment than the excited-state dynamics.46,48 In the
SI, we also show that the cross-section for ionization of the
ground state is strongly correlated with the electron’s binding
energy: the “hotter” the ground-state electron, the larger the
ionization cross-section. Thus, the photoionization cross-
section of the ground-state hydrated electron decreases as the
electron cools. This tends to exaggerate the cooling dynamics
of the electron in the photoelectron spectroscopy, which
somewhat compensates for the overall lower oscillator strength
and Jacobian factor that leads to generally poorer signal-to-
noise.
It is important to note that the true experimental TRPES

cross-section also depends on factors such as the inelastic
scattering of the ionized electrons with the water molecules
encountered prior to escaping into the vacuum, which in turn
depends on the shape of the electron’s wave function and the
depth at which the electron resides relative to the surface. Since
the exact probing depth of TRPES is not well understood, we
consider modeling these effects to be beyond the scope of this
paper. The cross sections we calculate for the p-like excited
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states relative to the ground state are indeed larger than what is
seen experimentally, which suggests that the ground and excited
state hydrated electrons either have different inelastic scattering
or different average depths from the surface.48 It is worth
noting, however, that for both the TB and LGS models,

electrons within 1 nm of the water surface show completely
bulklike properties,22 justifying our neglect of the surface in
these simulations
When comparing each of the two hydrated electron models’

calculated TRPES signal to experiment, it is important to
remember that because of how decoherence is treated in the
surface-hopping algorithm we use, the simulated excited-state
lifetimes are ∼200 fs. This is longer than that observed
experimentally, so the calculated TRPES signals see in Figure 2
also persist to longer times than those seen experimentally. But,
other than the more persistent dynamics, we see excellent
agreement between the experimental signal and the simulated
dynamics in Figure 2a. After the loss of the initially created p-
like excited state, we see clear signatures of cooling of the hot
LGS electron’s ground state produced after internal conversion,
with a readily evident dynamic shift of the peak to lower kinetic
energies. This is a direct reflection of the slow, “nonadiabatic”-
picture relaxation of the ground state seen in Figure 1c, and is
in accord with experiment.46,48 In contrast, Figure 2b shows
almost no shifting of the TB electron’s ground-state peak with
time, as expected from the rapid “adiabatic”-picture ground-
state recovery seen in Figure 1d. The TB electron’s TRPES
signal also shows two-state kinetic character that is in contrast
to experiment, with the disappearance of the p-like state directly
producing the equilibrated s-like state with a loss of ∼1.5 eV of
energy. Thus, our calculations indicate that the experiments are
indeed consistent with the “nonadiabatic” relaxation picture of
the hydrated electron, and that the LGS noncavity model better
captures the experimentally observed features than the TB
cavity model.
To examine the predicted TRPES of the two electron models

in more detail, in Figure 3, we plot the instantaneous
photoelectron spectrum of the p-like excited state for each
model and for experiment at early times, with the amplitudes at
each time normalized to better see the shapes and positions of
the peaks. For the TB cavity model, panel b shows that the p-
like excited-state peak shifts to higher kinetic energy and
narrows during the first few tens of fs following photo-
excitation, reflecting the rapid rise of the occupied p-state’s
energy seen in Figure 1b. This shift to higher energies is
opposite to what is seen in early times by experiment, as shown
in the TRPES data from the Suzuki group in Figure 1c.48 In
contrast, Figure 3a shows that the position of the p-like excited-
state peak of the LGS noncavity model shifts slightly to lower

Figure 2. Calculated TRPES signals for the (a) LGS and (b) TB
models of the hydrated electron (to be compared directly to the
experimental data of Suzuki and co-workers,48 reproduced in panel
(c)); the magnitude of the TRPES signal decreases from red (highest
signal intensity) to dark blue (zero signal) in spectral order. For both
simulation models and the experiment, the higher-kinetic-energy peak
corresponds to ionization from the p-like excited state, and the lower-
kinetic-energy peak corresponds to the recovered s-like ground state.
The LGS signal clearly shows the cooling of the hot ground state,
consistent with the “nonadiabatic” relaxation picture and the
experiments of refs 46 and 48. The TB data, in contrast, shows
essentially two-state kinetics (i.e., p-state decaying directly into an
essentially equilibrated s-state) that is representative of the “adiabatic”
relaxation picture, which is not seen experimentally.

Table 1. Average Photoionization Cross Sections for
Different p-like Excited States and Both the Hot and
Equilibrated s-like Ground States for Cavity and Noncavity
Models of the Hydrated Electrona

e− model
third p-
like state

second p-
like state

lowest p-
like state

“hot”
ground
state

eqb.
ground
state

LGS 12 ± 5 10 ± 4 7 ± 2 1.8 ± 0.3 1.0 ± 0.1
TB 19 ± 5 21 ± 6 7 ± 1 1.0 ± 0.3

aThe cross section to ionize the equilibrium ground state is
normalized to unity for each of the two hydrated electron models.
The p-like excited states have higher cross sections than the ground
state, explaining the stronger signals for this peak. The fact that
internal conversion between p-like excited states (following excitation
of a hydrated electron with a homogeneously-broadened absorption
spectrum) leads to a dynamic reduction in ionization oscillator
strength causes the p-state peak to decay more quickly than the
underlying excited-state lifetime, as discussed in the text.
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kinetic energies over this same time period (cf. Figure 1a), in
much better agreement with the experimental data shown in
Figure 3c.48 This is a direct result of the homogeneous
broadening of the absorption spectrum of the LGS model of
the hydrated electron, which means that photoexcitation
populates a wide variety of excited states (see below). The
rapid internal conversion between these excited states is what
causes the experimentally observed shift to lower kinetic energy
at early times.
To make contact with experiment in yet another way, we

have integrated the calculated transient photoelectron signals
over three different energy regions that correspond to the three
“lanes” used in the analysis of the experimental data taken by
Neumark and co-workers (cf. Figure 4 of ref 46 and see the SI
for details). The results of this procedure are shown in Figure 4,
with the blue dashed curves showing the p-state region, the red
dotted curves denoting the high kinetic-energy side of the
ground state, and the green solid curves representing the
recovered equilibrium ground state for the LGS (panel a) and
TB (panel b) models, and experiment (panel c).46 The
integration windows for the p-state region were 0.0−1.1 eV for
LGS, 0.0−0.8 eV for TB, and 0.6−1.2 for the experiments;
those for the hot ground state were 2.0−2.5 eV for LGS, 2.3−
2.7 eV for TB, and 1.7−2.1 eV for the experiments; and those

for the equilibrium ground state were 2.5−3.8 eV for LGS, 3.0−
4.0 eV for TB, and 2.5−2.9 eV for the experiments.
For both of the simulated hydrated electron models, Figure 4

shows that the p-state photoelectron spectroscopy peak decays
in a time roughly equal to (but not precisely the same as, as

Figure 3. Normalized time slices of the early time calculated TRPES
signals for the photoexcited (a) LGS noncavity and (b) TB cavity
hydrated electrons and (c) the experimentally measured data;48 same
data as in Figure 2. The time goes from 10 to 50 fs as the thickness of
the plotted lines increases and the color darkens. The early time shift
to lower kinetic energies seen in (a) agrees well with the experiments
of ref 48. in (c), whereas the narrowing and shift to higher kinetic
energies in (b) stands in contrast to experiment.

Figure 4. Kinetics of the pump−probe photoelectron spectroscopy
integrated over various energy windows for the (a) LGS noncavity and
(b) TB cavity models of the hydrated electron, and (c) the
experimental data of Neumark and co-workers.46 With ionization
energies chosen to best match the experimental conditions of ref 46.,
the blue dashed curves show integration over 0−1.1 eV for LGS, 0−0.8
eV for TB and 0.6−1.2 eV for the experiments, corresponding to the p-
like excited state; the red dotted curve is for integration over 2.0−2.5
eV for LGS, 2.3−2.7 eV for TB and 1.7−2.1 eV for the experiments,
corresponding to the high-energy “hot” side of the s-like ground state;
the green solid curve is for integration from 2.5 to 3.8 eV for LGS,
3.0−4.0 eV for TB, and 2.5−2.9 eV for the experiments, corresponding
to the equilibrium ground state. The fact that the equilibrium ground-
state recovery is much longer than the excited-state decay for LGS and
experiment is a clear signature of the “nonadiabatic” relaxation
mechanism, while the similar time scales of the ground-state recovery
and excited-state decay for TB are the hallmarks of the “adiabatic”
relaxation mechanism.
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discussed below) the survival probability lifetime. The dynamics
of the hot s-state, however are significantly different between
the two models: the hot ground-state TB electron cools almost
instantly (i.e., in a time the about the same as the decay of p-
state that produces it) while the LGS electron shows a
noticeably longer cooling process that much better resembles
the experiments. Finally, the recovery of the equilibrium ground
state represents a convolution of the radiationless transition
kinetics and the subsequent ground-state cooling dynamics.
The LGS noncavity ground-state recovery signal shows
significantly slower dynamics than the excited-state decay,
largely due to the slow ground-state cooling, which is consistent
with the “nonadiabatic” relaxation picture and in agreement
with experiment. For the TB cavity model, the ground-state
recovery is only marginally slower than the excited-state decay,
in contrast to experiment.
Given that our simulations appear to provide a fairly realistic

description of the pump−probe photoelectron spectroscopy
experiment, we turn next to the question of how accurately the
experiment can determine the electron’s excited-state lifetime.
One would expect that integration of the peak that corresponds
to the p-like state would provide a good approximation to the
instantaneous excited-state population, so that the time decay
of the integrated peak would be a good measure of the excited-
state lifetime. This expectation, however, only makes sense
provided that the cross-section for ionization of the excited-
state electron is approximately constant with time. Table 1 and
the SI show that the cross sections for ionization of higher-lying
excited states are larger than that of the lowest-lying p-like
excited state. This is particularly important for the LGS model
of the hydrated electron, because the fact that the LGS
electron’s ground-state absorption is homogeneously broad-
ened means that a significant fraction (∼60%) of the excited
electrons end up in states higher than the lowest p-like state
(with 33% higher than the second p-like excited state; see SI).
As the excited electron relaxes to the lowest of these excited
states over the first few tens of fs, the occupied-state energy
decreases, explaining the slight shift to lower kinetic energies of
the excited-state peak (cf. Figure 1a). This early time relaxation
is also accompanied by a significant decrease of the ionization
transition dipole, which leads to an apparent decay of the
excited-state TRPES peak that is independent of the excited-
state population.
In Figure 5, we compare the integral of the TRPES excited-

state peak (the same data as the blue dotted curves in Figure 4
but without convolution with instrumental response) to the
actual calculated survival probability dynamics. For the TB
cavity model, shown in panel b, the two decays are in
reasonable agreement, but for the LGS noncavity model, shown
in panel a, it is clear that the p-state TRPES peak decays faster
than the actual underlying excited-state population. Given that
multiple experiments have indicated that the absorption
spectrum of the hydrated electron is homogeneously
broadened,28−32 the data in Figure 5 strongly suggest that the
actual excited-state lifetime of the hydrated electron is ∼30%
longer than the measured decay of the p-state photoelectron
spectra peak. Thus, for the 60−75 fs photoelectron spectros-
copy peak decay measured by experiment, the expected
underlying lifetime of the hydrated electron should be ∼100 fs.
Finally, we turn back to the fact that the TRPES experiments

of Suzuki and co-workers were angle-resolved; these workers
measured a significant anisotropy of the excited-state peak,
verifying its origin as coming from a p-like excited state, and

saw that the anisotropy decayed in roughly 40 fs.48 Although a
full simulation of the angle-resolved TRPES experiment is
beyond the scope of our computational capabilities, we did,
however, examine the loss of orientation of the excited-state
wave function, which should be directly connected the
experimentally observed anisotropy decay. To do this, we
constructed the moment-of-inertia tensor for the excited-state
wave function, and monitored the reorientation of a unit vector,
d(t), pointing in the direction of the largest principle moment
as a function of time, averaged over our nonequilibrium
ensembles. The results of this calculation for both the TB
(green curve) and LGS (blue curve) hydrated electron models
are shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6 makes clear that LGS noncavity electron shows

significant depolarization during the first 40 fs, a result in good
general agreement with experiment. In contrast, the TB cavity
electron loses less than 10% of its initial orientation over this
same time period, and thus is again inconsistent with the
experimental observations. This difference in early time
reorientational dynamics has its origins in the fact that the
two models show absorption spectra with different underlying
broadening mechanisms. Excitation of the homogeneously
broadened LGS electron leads to nonadiabatic transitions in the
excited-state manifold on an ∼40 fs time scale, and since each
nonadiabatic transition effectively changes the orientation of
the excited p-like state by roughly 90°, orientational memory is
lost on the time scale of this relaxation. In other words, the
same physics that produce the early time red-shift of the LGS
excited-state TRPES peak also cause the loss of its anisotropy.
For the TB electron, on the other hand, excitation is

Figure 5. Excited-state survival probability (unfilled circles; see the SI)
and decay of the integrated p-state photoelectron peak (blue circles,
same data as in Figure 4 without convolution with the instrumental
response) for the (a) LGS and (b) TB models of the hydrated
electron. The fact that excitation of the homogeneously broadened
LGS absorption spectrum leads to significant population of higher-
lying excited states with larger photoionization cross sections causes
the p-state photoelectron peak to decay faster than the underlying
population. This suggests that the experimentally measured 60−75 fs
decay time of this peak corresponds to an actual lifetime of ∼100 fs.
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predominantly to the lowest excited state, where the only
mechanism for loss of anisotropy is physical reorientation of the
entire excited-state cavity. This reorientation is a slow,
diffusion-based process, so that memory of the initial
orientation persists for a long time (∼1 ps).68 Indeed, the
fact that reorientation of a cavity electron’s cavity is slow is the
reason why such models predict inhomogeneously broadened
absorption spectra, and as pointed out above, the predictions of
polarized hole-burning for inhomogeneously broadened cavity
hydrated electron models68 have not been observed exper-
imentally.28,29,31,32

■ CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have worked to make a direct connection
between the results of nonadiabatic mixed quantum/classical
molecular dynamics simulations and time-resolved photo-
electron spectroscopy experiments on the hydrated elec-
tron.46−48 We found that a cavity model of the hydrated
electron (TB) showed excited-state relaxation dynamics
reminiscent of the “adiabatic mechanism”, in which the
excited-state lifetime is longer than the ground-state cooling
time. The noncavity hydrated electron model (LGS), in
contrast, showed dynamics that clearly fall into the “non-
adiabatic mechanism”, with ground-state cooling that persists
for times longer than the excited-state lifetime. The TRPES
experiments are clearly more consistent with the noncavity
model.
We also see two additional features of the predicted pump−

probe photoelectron spectroscopy for the cavity hydrated
electron model that are not in accord with experiment. First,
the TB model shows a rapid solvent-induced increase of the
occupied p-state energy of the excited electron, predicting a
dynamic shift to higher kinetic energies (lower electron binding
energies) at early times that is not seen in experiment. Second,
the adiabatic relaxation mechanism shown by the TB model
predicts essentially two-state kinetics in the pump−probe
photoelectron spectroscopy with a large gap between the p- and

s-states. In contrast, the experiments show clear dynamical shift
of the lower-kinetic-energy peak due to cooling of hot ground-
state electrons as well as an early time shift of the p-state peak
to lower energies, both of which are well-mirrored by the LGS
model. The LGS model also predicts ground-state cooling
dynamics on a nearly identical time scale as that seen in
experiment.
The fact that there is a rapid loss in anisotropy of the p-state

TRPES peak48 can be explained by the same physics that causes
the early time red-shift of this peak. The hydrated electron’s
absorption spectrum is homogeneously broadened, so that
photoexcitation initially populates excited states above the
lowest p-like excited state. Following excitation, a rapid series of
nonadiabatic transitions among the electronic excited states
decreases the average occupied state energy and causes a loss of
orientational memory, features that are reasonably well
represented by a noncavity picture. Cavity models that predict
inhomogeneously broadened absorption spectra, in contrast, do
not predict any significant early time loss in anisotropy because
they require physical reorientation of the excited state that is
too slow to act on the experimentally observed ∼40 fs time
scale.
Finally, the fact that the cross sections for photoionization

are higher for higher-lying excited states means that the decay
of the p-state peak in the transient photoelectron spectrum is
somewhat faster than the underlying excited-state lifetime. By
comparing the simulated photoelectron dynamics with the
actual survival probability, we believe that the experimentally
observed 60−75 fs decay of the p-state photoelectron peak
corresponds to an underlying hydrated electron excited-state
lifetime of ∼100 fs. Overall, our work suggests that any good
simulation model of the hydrated electron must follow the
“nonadiabatic” relaxation mechanism and have a homoge-
neously broadened absorption spectrum to be consistent with
the recent time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy experi-
ments.
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Figure 6. Orientational memory of the occupied excited-state
following photoexcitation for the TB cavity (green curve) and LGS
noncavity (blue curve) hydrated electron models. The orientation of
the excited state is represented by a unit vector d(t) pointing along the
excited-state wave function’s principle moment of inertia. The LGS
electron shows a rapid decay of the initial orientation due to rapid
nonadiabatic transitions between electronic excited states with
different average orientations, in agreement with the experimentally
observed ∼40 fs decay of the anisotropy of the excited-state TRPES
peak.48 The TB electron, in contrast, can reorient only by physical
rotation of the excited-state cavity, and thus shows little early time loss
in orientational memory, in contrast to experiment.
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